Abstract-One critical issue, for a wireless sensor network (WSN) to operate successfully, is to provide sufficient sensing coverage. Define the smart sensing environment as a sensing system with the capability to sense the environment and respond properly in an automated manner. In this paper, we target on smart sensing environments and deal with heterogeneous sensors (here sensor heterogeneity is defined as sensors having different sensing ranges) equipped with actuation facilities to assist in the sensor self-deployment. A coverage-aware sensor automation (CASA) protocol is proposed to realize an automated smart monitoring network. Two centralized algorithms are included in the CASA protocol suite: enhanced virtual forces algorithm with boundary forces (EVFA-B) and sensor self-organizing algorithm (SSOA). Unlike most previous works that tackle the deployment problem only partially, we intend to address the problem from both global deployment (EVFA-B) and local repairing (SSOA) perspectives. The EVFA-B protocol exerts weighted attractive and repulsive forces on each sensor based on predefined distance thresholds. Resultant forces then guide the sensors to their suitable positions with the objective of enhancing the sensing coverage (after a possibly random placement of sensors). Furthermore, in the presence of sensor energy depletions and/or unexpected failures, our SSOA algorithm is activated to perform local repair by repositioning sensors around the sensing void (uncovered area). This capability of local recovery is advantageous in terms of saving the communication and moving energies. Performance of the proposed sensor deployment strategies is evaluated in terms of surveillance coverage, monitoring density, network self-healing competence, and moving energy consumption. We also implement our CASA protocol suite in a real-life monitoring network (MoNet) to demonstrate the protocol feasibility and validate the MoNet detection capability of emergency events.
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INTRODUCTION
A DVANCES of micro-electromechanical system (MEMS), sensing technology, and wireless communication have significantly encouraged the development of WSNs in the past decade. A WSN is widely used for habitat and environmental surveillance, medical application (with the purpose of improving quality of health care), agricultural assistance, and as solutions to military problems [8] , [17] , [22] , [23] . Several experimental testbeds are also implemented to investigate various aspects of WSN-related performance issues [16] , [27] , [30] , [32] . Imagine an indoor sensing environment, as depicted in Fig. 1a . To furnish the environment with monitoring capability, one possibility could be embedding a secret compartment under the roof, and deploying smart sensors inside the double-deck structure on the ceiling. 1 For a successful surveillance, providing sufficient sensing coverage is essential. Manual placement of static sensors involves labor effort (reaching the ceiling to perform the planned deployment) and lacks network self-healing competence (when faulty sensors occur). Thanks to the availability of motion facilities, we consider smart sensors with mobility capability to accomplish self-deployment after an initial random placement of sensors. 2 Furthermore, since sensing devices are prone to errors due to energy depletions or unexpected failures, faulty sensors may occur over time, leaving monitoring voids (uncovered sensing holes) [13] , [31] , [34] . With the movement ability, instead of replacing faulty sensors with new ones, those smart sensors reposition themselves to restore the sensing coverage, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . According to the above descriptions, two deployment-related issues need to be addressed. First, a coverageaware sensor deployment scheme should be developed to ensure sufficient sensing coverage. Second, in the face of sensing node failures, a sensor self-organizing mechanism needs to be devised to efficiently recover the sensing void and restore the required sensing coverage. Since local repairs generally consume less moving energy and communication overhead than a global redeployment does, the sensor self-organizing mechanism should limit the network recovery/repairing locally to effectively reduce unnecessary 1 . Embedding a secret compartment under the roof is only one possible way to exhibit the deployment feasibility. The proposed algorithms can also work effectively in other environmental settings as long as the sensing behavior can be projected onto a 2D bounded area. Note that our envisioned application is to provide effective and energy-efficient sensors auto-deployment mechanisms with self-healing capabilities for indoor/outdoor monitoring sites where labor deployment is difficult, troublesome, or hazardous. moving energy consumption. In this work, we do not intend to study the energy-conserving sensor communication behavior 3 (though we try to reduce the moving energy by keeping sensors from moving far away when performing self-deployment), nor the issue of required amount of sensors to achieve certain degree of sensing coverage. Rather, given any number of sensors, we investigate the deployment-related problems and propose a coverage-aware sensor automation (CASA, which means "home" in Spanish) protocol including the aforementioned two deploymentrelated designs, with the objective of providing/maintaining high sensing coverage. Our ultimate goal is to realize an automated monitoring network so that detection applications of various emergency events can be practically implemented.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews several prior research efforts and summarizes our unique contributions. In Section 3, we introduce the CASA protocol and provide the environmental assumptions made by the protocol. The proposed CASA protocol consists of two closely-related algorithms to address the sensor deployment scheme (EVFA-B) and sensor self-organizing mechanism (SSOA), respectively. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate on the detailed operations of EVFA-B and SSOA separately. Section 6 presents the performance and comparison results, while Section 7 reports our prototype of an automated monitoring network (MoNet) and demonstrates the detection capability of CASA-enabled MoNet. Finally, we draw our concluding remarks in Section 8.
PRIOR WORK
Depending on the target applications, earlier studies in WSNs generally focus on either outdoor large-scale environments, where planned sensor deployment is difficult, or indoor small-scale monitoring zones, where sensor deployment mechanism is feasible and beneficial. For large-scale WSNs, several works have been proposed to address the energy conservation issue [21] , [31] , [36] , [40] , [41] . Given sufficient number of sensors randomly deployed (scattered) over the monitoring field to ensure a certain degree of redundancy in sensing coverage, those proposals design node working schedules such that sensors can rotate between active and sleep modes. The objective of those proposed working schedules (node-scheduling protocols) is to achieve energy conservation (prolonging system lifetime), while preserving reasonable sensing coverage and network connectivity.
For the monitoring environments where planned sensor deployment is possible, various static deployment strategies have been introduced to enhance the surveillance coverage [11] , [12] , [18] , [35] , [37] . In this kind of research studies, one commonly considered metric is to minimize the number of sensors required to achieve a certain sensing coverage. Due to different sensor capabilities (e.g., distinct attainable sensing/detection ranges) and manufacturing expenses, this metric is sometimes transformed into minimizing/optimizing the required total device cost for those deployed sensors, making this research subject more interesting yet challenging [11] , [35] . However, such static deployment involves manual sensor placement/installation, and is incapable of dynamically repairing sensing voids (uncovered areas) in the presence of unexpected sensor failures.
Consequently, a number of research efforts have explored the movement-assisted sensor deployment techniques by utilizing mobile sensors to enhance the sensing coverage after an initial random placement of sensors [33] , [39] , [42] . With the motion facilities equipped at the sensing devices, sensors can move around to deploy themselves. Given any number of randomly placed sensors, in [42] , the authors present a centralized force-guided algorithm, inspired by the disk packing theory and virtual force field concept from robotics, to establish motion paths for sensors. Assuming there exists a powerful clusterhead, capable of communicating with all sensors and obtaining sensor locations, the Fig. 1 . Illustration of an automated monitoring network, and the importance of (movement-assisted) network self-healing capability to tolerate sensor faults (no need to deploy new sensors).
3. Here we mean that how to design an energy-efficient sensor communication protocol is not of interest. However, the communication overhead (consumed energy) incurred by deployment algorithms is of concern and has been considered in our energy performance results in Section 6. proposed algorithm evaluates all attractive and repulsive forces and obtains the resultant force exerted on each sensor. The computed resultant force then directs the sensor to move to a desired position. Also utilizing mobile sensors, the authors in [33] introduce a distributed sensor selfdeployment scheme. They suggest to firstly identify the coverage holes (sensing voids) based on Voronoi diagram, and then propose three algorithms (choices) to guide sensor movements toward the detected holes. However, accurate Voronoi polygon constructions are not always possible to achieve, due to unevenly distributed sensors with limited communication distances. Therefore some optimization heuristic is needed to prevent sensors from moving too far and keep a reasonable number of total movements, further complicating the deployment computations. Furthermore, since the termination condition for the Voronoi-based deployment strategy is coverage, for a monitoring environment with sensor number much larger than necessary, unbalanced sensor distribution (some areas are much more highly populated than other areas, even with an overall sensing coverage required) is likely to occur. As a result, the authors in [39] develop a scan-based movement-assisted sensor deployment (SMART) method to address the unbalanced problem. Instead of tackling the deployment problem directly, SMART focuses on sensor load balancing by using 2D scanning and dimension exchanges to achieve a balanced network state. As claimed by the authors, SMART can operate on top of existing sensor deployment schemes, and produces good performance especially for unevenly distributed WSNs. The aforementioned movement-assisted sensor deployment techniques all consider homogeneous sensors (with equal sensing/detection radius). A more recent work [7] introduces the VorLag algorithm, which takes heterogeneous mobile sensors into the deployment considerations. The proposed VorLag solution enhances traditional Voronoi-based approach by incorporating Laguerre geometry to accommodate diversity in the sensing range/radius.
We observe that most previous works explore the sensor deployment problem only partially, leaving issues such as heterogeneous sensors 4 (with different sensing ranges) and locally recovering sensing holes (caused by sensor failures) unaddressed. However, in practice, those closely-related deployment issues should be resolved as a complete protocol set to achieve an operative WSN with high detection capability. In light of this, we investigate the movementassisted sensor deployment subject by considering those deployment-related problems in a holistic manner. A CASA protocol suite is proposed to address the global sensor deployment scheme (EVFA-B) and sensing coverage recovery in the presence of sensor failures (SSOA). We summarize our unique contributions as follows. First, we develop the enhanced virtual forces algorithm with boundary forces (EVFA-B) based on the concept of potential field and disk packing theory. Though sharing similar idea of virtual forces with [42] , our EVFA-B deals with both the homogeneous and heterogeneous sensors, while [42] only discusses the case of homogeneous sensors, where a global distance threshold value is adopted in determining whether an attractive (with weight constant w a ) or repulsive (with weight constant w r ) force should be applied on a sensor. However, in realistic settings, where varying sensing distances are common, the distance threshold (determining the desirable sensing overlapping degree) should be selected on a node-pair basis, instead of being set globally. In addition, since the observed environment is usually in a bounded area, our EVFA-B incorporates the boundary force (with weight constant w b ) as a kind of repulsive force from the boundaries to keep sensors staying inside the monitoring area.
Since the boundary force is considered as a type of repulsive force, we use the same value for w r and w b . In [42] , no boundary force is modeled, and no specific design guidelines are available for determining suitable w a and w r (¼ w b ) weight constants. The authors only suggest to select w r ) w a . However, through empirical evaluations, we discover that arbitrary settings (even satisfying w r ) w a ) do not always yield desirable sensing coverage. Motivated by the observations, we investigate and conjecture that good choices for w a and w r (¼ w b ) greatly depend on sensor population and monitored area dimensions, while independent of sensing radius. Second, the SSOA is devised to provide network self-healing (automated fault recovery) capability, which most previous sensor deployment protocols do not handle. Third, we observe that most existing works do not have a real-life testbed to demonstrate their proposed protocols/algorithms. In this work, we implement an automated MoNet, based on embedded platforms, sensing components, communication modules and motion devices, to validate the proposed CASA protocol.
COVERAGE-AWARE SENSOR AUTOMATION PROTOCOL
Two deployment-related mechanisms are incorporated in our CASA protocol set: EVFA-B and SSOA. The detailed operations of respective mechanism, with the objective of enhancing/preserving/recovering the sensing coverage for a smart sensing environment, are elaborated in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Below we summarize the environmental assumptions made in this work. 5. According to the sensing product specifications [5] , [6] , temperature sensors (even in the same manufacturing model) have different sensing accuracies, typically þÀ0.20 from À10 to þ85 (in Celsius degree) at 3.0 V and þÀ0.25 from À20 to þ105 (in Celsius degree) at 2.7-3.3V. This varying sensing accuracy translates into heterogeneous sensing/detection ranges through a sensor calibration phase [10] , [38] .
by all sensors and made available at the clusterhead for deployment-related computations. (A3) We adopt the discrete coordination system, in which the monitoring area (sensing field) is represented by a 2D grid network. Locations of all sensors are obtained via the pre-deployed RFID platform or some existing localization technique, and constantly updated to the clusterhead. 6 Neighboring nodes under the adopted coordination system are defined as sensors within the sensing range (r s ), which is normally much smaller than the radio communication distance (r c ). Without loss of generality, we assume that r c > 2r s in our model. According to the derivations in [21] , [41] , if the radio communication range (r c ) is at least twice the sensing radius (r s ), complete coverage of a convex area implies connectivity among the working set of sensor nodes. Consequently, in this work, we only deal with the sensing coverage, and network connectivity follows accordingly.
ENHANCED VIRTUAL FORCES ALGORITHM WITH BOUNDARY FORCES (EVFA-B)
The concept of virtual forces is inspired by the combined idea of potential field and disk packing theory [14] , [20] . Each sensor behaves as a source giving a force to others. This force can be either positive (attractive) or negative (repulsive 
where u ij ¼ tan À1 ðy i Ày j Þ ðx i Àx j Þ and w a (w r ) represents the weight measurement for the attractive (repulsive) force (detailed design guidelines on the two weight constants are elaborated in Section 4.2). Take s i in Fig. 2 for example, attractive force F ! ij from s j (to draw s i closer) and repulsive force F ! ik from s k (to repel s i ) are acting simultaneously on s i . In the case of setting distance threshold as the summation of two sensing ranges, the virtual force F ! il from s l equals zero (no force imposed on s i by s l ). In addition, we incorporate the boundary force F ! ib to quantify the virtual force acting on s i from the monitored boundaries. By boundary forces, we can significantly reduce the unwanted coverage outside the sensing field. As depicted in Fig. 2 , the magnitude of F ! ib should be inversely proportional to the perpendicular distance between s i and the boundary, and is formulated as jF
Þ, where w b represents the weight measurement for the boundary force. In this work, we regard the boundary force as a type of repulsive force, and use the same value for w r and w b . In a rectangular area, boundary forces could be from the four boundaries surrounding the monitoring region. Thus F ! ib is actually the combined force from all boundaries, where Fig. 2 , since s i resides at the center, boundary forces from the four boundaries are equal, leading to a zero F ! ib . Considering all attractive, repulsive, and boundary forces, we have the resultant force F ! i exerted on sensor s i being defined as
The determined resultant force F ! i then guides s i to virtually move to its next position. Since we adopt the discrete coordination system, the next position for s i is defined as the closest possible grid point. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , given the resultant moving angle u i , with respect to the positive x-axis in counterclockwise direction, we obtain the actual motion angle u Define c th as the required sensing coverage threshold and Maxloops as the maximum number of allowable virtual Fig. 2 . Concept of attractive, repulsive, boundary forces, and virtual movement exerted on a sensor node (resultant force then applied to sensor s i to guide the movement).
6. With the RFID technology, it is easy to pre-deploy RFID tags in a monitoring environment to assist in locating a sensor [15] , [24] . movements performed by each sensor. Our EVFA-B mechanism terminates when either c th is achieved or Maxloops is reached.
Distance Threshold
The distance threshold effectively defines the desired overlapping degree of two sensors. For homogeneous sensors, the distance threshold can be made as a global constant. However, for heterogeneous sensors, the value of distance threshold should be designed on per node-pair basis to obtain a similar degree of overlapping under different sensing distances. Specifically, for two sensors with small sensing ranges, the distance threshold should be made smaller than that of two sensors with large sensing distances, in order to keep reasonably similar overlapping level for the two sensor pairs (couples). Besides sensing ranges, the design of distance threshold also depends on the sensor density. Suppose the monitoring area has size A, and the maximum area size covered by all sensors is A s , where
Coverage ratio e a < 1 implies the total number of sensors is insufficient to fully cover the monitoring area. In this case, we cannot afford overlapping between sensors. On the other hand, coverage ratio e a ! 1 indicates the sensor population has the potential of fully covering the whole area, in which case a certain degree of overlapping is desirable to minimize the sensing holes (uncovered zones). Based on the above principles, we propose to separately design the distance threshold d ij th for any two sensors s i and s j under four environmental settings. For homogeneous sensors, we use the abbreviation ISR to reflect the fact of having Identical Sensing Radius. For heterogeneous sensors, we use HSR to represent the condition of possessing Heterogeneous Sensing Ranges. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , Case I and Case III deal with insufficient sensor population (reflected by e a < 1) for homogeneous and heterogeneous sensors respectively, where overlapping is not desirable. As a result, the distance threshold is simply designed as the sum of two sensing ranges. In Case II and Case IV, where sensor population is sufficient to allow overlapping (due to e a ! 1), the design of distance threshold should try to minimize the sensing holes. In Case II, it is easy to obtain the perfect (minimum) overlapping by setting d ij th ¼ 2r cos ðp=6Þ, while in Case IV, we set d ij th ¼ aðr i þ r j Þ by introducing a system-tunable factor a to control the desired overlapping degree, where 0 < a < 1. Consequently, we have the distance threshold d ij th being formulated in our model as
for ISR with e a < 1 2r cos ð p 6 Þ for ISR with e a ! 1 r i þ r j for HSR with e a < 1 aðr i þ r j Þ for HSR with e a ! 1
Weight Constants
For the self-deployment algorithm based on virtual forces to perform effectively in achieving high sensing coverage in a bounded m Â n area, the design of weight constants w a and w r associated with the attractive and repulsive forces is a critical issue. Intuitively, w r should be set much larger than w a (as suggested in [42] ), considering the relatively small number of neighboring sensors (exerting repulsive forces) compared to the large number of nonneighboring nodes out there (exerting attractive forces). However, experimental experiences reveal that arbitrary settings of a large w r and a small w a do not produce effective sensing coverage in many cases. In this section, we attempt to characterize the relationship between w r and w a by deriving a better formulated equation for setting the two weight constants than simply suggesting to use w r ) w a (with arbitrary settings). Consider an extreme node configuration shown in Fig. 4 , where all the sensors (except for s i and s j ) are located in one corner of the m Â n sensing field. For sensor s i , the virtual forces it receives include the repulsive force from s j and attractive forces from all the other ðk À 2Þ nodes. The magnitude of repulsive force from s j is denoted 
Due to the relatively small values of r i and r k compared to the area dimensions (m and n), we neglect the term ffiffi ffi 2 p ðr i þ r k Þ. Moreover, by approximating ðk À 2Þ % k, we have
are two forces that drive sensor s i toward the opposite directions. To keep s i in a balanced state without being drawn toward the center or pushed outside the sensing field, we adopt the equality of the two forces by making j F ! R i j ¼ jF
where m, n, and k are environmental constants, while D (¼ jd ij th À d ij j) varies with the tolerable overlapping degree of respective sensor pair (related to the sensing ranges and resultant d ij th ). Based on the above derivations, proper choices for the weight constants can be made by setting w r ¼ k ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi m 2 þ n 2 p and w a ¼ D. Next, we intend to further relax w a from the dependency on sensing radius by considering setting w a inversely proportional to the sensor population k as another alternative to the positive (attractive) weight value. In the case of having a large sensor population (with large k), the weight associated with the positive force should be made small to avoid exerting too much total attractive force on a sensor, and vice versa. To maintain a balanced force interaction, it is reasonable to relate the attractive weight measurement to the actual sensor population (parameter k). As a result, we propose another alternative to proper weight choices by setting w r ¼ k ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi m 2 þ n 2 p and w a ¼ 1 k . In addition, since the monitored home environment is usually in a bounded area, we also incorporate the boundary forces (with weight constant w b ) in our EVFA-B mechanism. We use the same value for w r and w b , considering the boundary force is also a kind of repulsive force. In Fig. 5 , we perform EVFA-B (with Maxloops ¼ 100, c th ¼ 0:95, a ¼ 0:9) and experiment on two sensor populations (k ¼ 50 and k ¼ 70) under three different settings of w r and w a as discussed earlier. As we can see from the figure, arbitrary setting (though w r ) w a ) without boundary forces performs poorly, while the third alternative by making w a inversely proportional to k performs the best with the highest coverage ratio achieved. Interestingly, by setting w a ¼ 1 k (independent of sensing radius), we actually obtain a better sensing coverage than that by setting w a ¼ D (sensing radius dependent), which implies that good choices for the weight constants depend on the sensor population (parameter k) and monitoring dimensions (m and n), and can be made independent of sensing radius. This implication greatly simplifies the design of weight constants when dealing with heterogeneous sensors (having varying sensing ranges). Therefore we adopt the third alternative by setting w r ¼ k ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi m 2 þ n 2 p and w a ¼ 1 k in our EVFA-B mechanism thereafter.
Verification of Parameter Settings
We conduct more EVFA-B experiments (Maxloops ¼ 100, Table 1 summarizes the notations used in the EVFA-B mechanism, and Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for EVFA-B operations. 7 Note that in the end of each loop, every sensor performs virtual movement without physically moving to the new position. 8 Physical movements are conducted once the EVFA-B process terminates (either c th or Maxloops has been reached). compute
EVFA-B Algorithm Summary
end for 7:
perform virtual movements; // all sensors virtually move to their next positions 8:
update coverage ratio c now ; 9:
set loops ¼ loops þ 1; 10: end while
SENSOR SELF-ORGANIZING ALGORITHM
Wireless sensors are inherently unreliable. Due to sensor energy depletions or unexpected failures over time, the decreased sensing coverage deteriorates the event detection capability of a WSN. To preserve the required sensing coverage, one alternative is to perform EVFA-B (presented in Section 4) periodically for global redeployments. However, such constant global redeployment is costly in terms of communication overhead and consumed moving energy, and should be kept infrequent. Therefore, we propose the SSOA to firstly repair the sensing void (uncovered area caused by some broken sensor) by locally repositioning sensors around the sensing hole. Two issues need be addressed to realize this local recovery: selection of repairing sensors (Section 5.1) and physical movements performed by the selected sensors (Section 5.2). In case the local repairing is unable to recover the required sensing (detection) capability, SSOA then invokes EVFA-B to globally redeploy sensors.
Local Selection of Rescue Sensors
The first challenge of accomplishing partial repair is to locally select the rescue sensors around the sensing hole. Given a sensing hole caused by some broken sensor (s dead ), all active sensors nearby (not necessarily the immediate neighbors of s dead ) can be potential candidates to perform the local repair. Theoretically, every combination of rescue sensor candidates along with various moving strategies should be examined to obtain the most desirable coverage improvement. However, this approach is intractable, and not implementable. Therefore, we limit the search of rescue sensors to the neighboring nodes of s dead , defined as set N dead . Our objective is to select a subset R dead of local rescue sensors from N dead (i.e., R dead N dead ) for repairing the sensing hole.
In order to evaluate the recovering capability of each sensor s i 2 N dead , we try to quantify the overlapping degree possessed by each sensor, and associate an overlapping weight w i with sensor s i . As shown in Fig. 7 , for any two sensors s i and s j with sensing radius r i and r j respectively, the 7. The preliminary results of EVFA-B have been reported and published in a previous conference paper [19] . In this journal version, we extend the EVFA-B approach to perform global sensor deployment and propose a novel SSOA for local repairs to achieve better sensing coverage in a bounded monitoring area.
8. The usage of virtual movements is mainly to preserve moving energy, since sensors may (virtually) move back and forth during the rounds/iterations. Therefore, only when the desired location has been calculated by the deployment algorithm does a sensor perform physical movement, which consumes battery energy.
overlapping degree w ij is defined as the overlapped area between the two sensors, and can be easily obtained as represents the area size collectively contributed by sensing hole(s) around s i . The estimation of w h can be obtained by some existing geometric calculations [27] . As a result, the quantified overlapping degree w i can be either positive or negative, reflecting the recovering capability of rescue sensor candidate s i (s i 2 N dead ). Intuitively, higher overlapping degree w i implies better recovering ability of a sensor candidate s i . Define the total overlapping degree of a selected rescue sensors set R dead as w wðR dead Þ, where w wðR dead Þ ¼ P s i 2R dead w i . A selected rescue sensors set R dead with a higher w wðR dead Þ is expected to achieve better coverage improvement. However, as illustrated in Fig. 7 , our experiments on 30 heterogeneous sensors deployed in a 125 Â 125 area reveal that the highest w wðR dead Þ by selecting R dead ¼ fs 2 ; s 5 ; s 6 g does not produce the best coverage performance. On the other hand, also containing three rescue sensors, the set R dead ¼ fs 2 ; s 4 ; s 6 g with the fifth highest w wðR dead Þ leads to the best coverage improvement among the six cases. From extensive experiments conducted (not shown in the paper), we observe that selecting adjacent sensors (though with high overlapping degrees) to move simultaneously usually leads to unnecessary overlapping and cannot effectively cover the sensing hole. On the contrary, selecting non-adjacent sensors, such as R dead ¼ fs 2 ; s 4 ; s 6 g, to cooperatively repair the sensing void generally produces effective coverage. The results suggest that the impact of locations of selected rescue sensors (non-adjacent nodes preferred) seems to be more pronounced than that of overlapping degrees. Nonetheless, overlapping degree is still important, for the selection of R dead ¼ fs 1 ; s 3 ; s 5 g, as shown in Fig. 7 , results in imperfect coverage due to its insufficient w wðR dead Þ. Consequently, in this work, we propose to select a rescue sensors set R dead that contains non-adjacent sensors in N dead with the highest w wðR dead Þ value.
Given both positive and negative overlapping weights, however, the R dead combinations of non-adjacent nodes selected from N dead can be many (with various R dead set sizes). Specifically, the best R dead (including non-adjacent sensors) with the highest w wðR dead Þ that we intend to obtain may contain 1; 2; . . . ; and up to b jN dead j 2 c nodes. In other words, C
candidate combinations should be tried out to obtain the best set containing only non-adjacent nodes and having the highest overlapping degree. Due to the inefficient computational complexity required by the above selection approach, we try to further reduce the candidate space. Suppose u i denotes the angle produced by line segment s i s dead (s i 2 N dead ) with respect to the positive x-axis in counterclockwise direction. We construct a complementary graph G r of G r , where G r is a undirected graph with all sensor nodes in N dead connected in order of u i , as illustrated in Fig. 8 . In the constructed graph G r , our goal becomes to find a clique set with the maximum total weight, defined as the rescue sensors selection problem (RSSP). Recall that, given a graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ, a clique set is a subset of V , any two of which are adjacent (connected by an edge). By constructing G r , we can guarantee the discovered clique set contains only non-adjacent nodes in N dead (since edges connecting adjacent nodes in G r are all removed). For the problem of finding a clique set with the maximum total weight, we recall the maximum-weight clique problem (MWCP) and formally define as follows.
Definition 1. Given a weighted undirected graph G ¼ ðV; E; w wÞ,
where V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g is the vertex set, E V Â V is the edge set and w w 2 R n is the weight vector. Each v i has a corresponding w i . Two distinct vertices v i ; v j 2 V are adjacent if they are connected by an edge. Given a subset of vertices V c V , the weight corresponds with V c is w wðV c Þ ¼ P v i 2V c w i . A clique set V c is a subset of vertices set V , any two of which are adjacent. The MWCP is the problem that finds a clique V c in G having maximum weight w wðV c Þ, and the clique V c is constructed by k c vertices which represents the clique size.
The MWCP is known as an NP-hard problem [26] . By defining G r ¼ ðN dead ; E r ; w r w r Þ, the MWCP can be reduced to our RSSP, proving RSSP is also NP-hard.
Theorem 1. The RSSP is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove RSSP is NP-hard, we reduce the MWCP to RSSP by showing MWCP p RSSP. In other words, any instance of MWCP can be reduced in polynomial time to an instance of RSSP. Let G ¼ ðV; E; w wÞ represent an arbitrary instance of the MWCP. We can transform G to an instance of the RSSP G r by taking N dead ¼ V , E r ¼ E and w r w r ¼ w w in polynomial time. We claim that we can find the maximum-weight clique V c with w wðV c Þ for the MWCP if and only if we can find rescue sensors set R dead with w wðR dead Þ for the RSSP. For the if part, suppose that G has a maximum-weight clique V c V with w wðV c Þ ¼ w containing k c vertices. By taking G ¼ G r , V ¼ N dead , E ¼ E r and w w ¼ w r w r , we can find a rescue sensors set R dead N dead with w wðR dead Þ ¼ w containing k c vertices. Conversely, we prove the only if part. Suppose that G r has a rescue sensors set R dead N dead with w wðR dead Þ ¼ w Fig. 8 . Construction of graph G r for our RSSP.
containing jR dead j vertices. By taking G r ¼ G, N dead ¼ V , E r ¼ E and w r w r ¼ w w, there must exist a maximum-weight clique V c V with w wðV c Þ ¼ w containing jR dead j vertices, which completes the proof. t u
Several approximating algorithms exist to solve the MWCP in efficient computational time [9] , [25] . However, only positive weights are considered in these solutions, for no efficient algorithm is available yet to handle the negative weights [29] . In light of this, and considering the high complexity of estimating w h [27] , we formulate only positive weights by using w i ¼ P 2 c. This is contrary to the case of arbitrary graph handled by MWCP, in which the size of maximum-weight clique is unknown (even only positive weights are considered). In G r of our RSSP, given only positive weights, the size of maximum-weight clique (MWC) is fixed at b jN dead j 2 c and the search for MWC can be easily accomplished by trying combinations of every other nodes in G r , leading to time complexity of QðjN dead jÞ. The obtained MWC is then selected as the rescue sensors set R dead . We term this selection procedure as MWC-FS (maximum-weight clique with fixed size) approach operated on graph G r . In this way, we convert the originally intractable subject into a solvable problem, for which a suitable rescue sensors set R dead can be obtained within a reasonable computation time. We intend to keep the selection mechanism at a moderate complexity for practical concerns, leaving the suboptimality caused by this imperfect selection strategy to be handled by possibly EVFA-B global redeployments.
Physical Movements Performed by Selected Rescue Sensors
Once the rescue sensors set R dead is determined, we propose to perform two-tier physical movements to gradually recover the sensing hole. As displayed in Fig. 9 th . All affected immediate neighbors of s r should perform the second-tier movements, as illustrated in Fig. 9 .
One may argue that more-tier physical movements with gradually decreased movement (offset) amounts should be performed. However, this complicates the computation, and does not produce significant coverage improvement in our experiments. As a result, we restrict our local repairing within two tiers. Further evaluations of this parameter will not be included in the current work. For cases that are beyond the recovery capability of two-tier movements due to insufficient sensors available around the sensing hole, we simply activate EVFA-B for global redeployments.
SSOA Algorithm Summary
Experimental experiences reveal that the local recovery mechanism exercised by SSOA provides the network an effective self-healing capability in many faulty cases, where faulty sensors are generally evenly distributed across the network. In extreme cases, where sensor faults are concentrated at certain locations, leading to a reduced sensing coverage below c th even after the local repairing is performed, then EVFA-B should be utilized to globally redeploy the sensors. We outline the SSOA operations by providing the pseudocode in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Sensor Self-Organizing Algorithm 1: while (s dead detected) do 2:
evaluate c now ; 3:
if (c now < c th ) then 4:
perform EVFA-B to redeploy the entire WSN; 5: else 6: obtain the overlapping degree w i of each s i 2 N dead ; 7:
construct graph G r ; 8:
apply MWC-FS approach to determine the maximum-weight clique set in G r ; 9:
rescue sensors set R dead is selected as the determined clique set; 10:
for each s r 2 R dead do 11:
perform the first-tier physical movement; 12:
for each affected neighbor s r i 2 N r do 13:
perform the second-tier physical movement; 14:
end for 15:
end for 16:
end if 17: end while
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we validate the proposed CASA protocol by comparing the performance with other self-deployment mechanisms in terms of coverage ratio, monitoring density, network self-healing capability, and energy consumed by sensor physical movements. For global deployments, the comparison targets include two mechanisms based on virtual forces and one based on the Voronoi diagram. We implement virtual-forces-based Zou (introduced in [42] ) and Zou-B (improved Zou mechanism by incorporating boundary forces into the force calculations) with fixed weight settings. Since there is no specific design guidelines provided by [42] on setting the weights except for suggesting to use w r ) w a , we try on several w r and w a combinations and select ðw a ¼ 1; w r ¼ 1;000Þ to be utilized by Zou and Zou-B for its best coverage performance. On the other hand, the weight settings in CASA follow the derivations presented in Section 4.2 and are made as
Þ. For the weight w b associated with the boundary force (considered by both CASA and Zou-B), we use the same value set for w r (i.e.,
in CASA and w b ¼ w r ¼ 1;000 in Zou-B). We also implement VorLag (introduced in [7] ), which enhances traditional Voronoi-based approach by incorporating Laguerre geometry to accommodate heterogeneous mobile sensors. When faulty sensors occur, Zou, Zou-B, and VorLag have no local recovery technique and can only perform global redeployments on being triggered by the reduced coverage lower than c th , whereas CASA is able to quickly react to the faults by constantly applying SSOA for local repairs. For comparison purposes, we implement two other local-repairing mechanisms, namely Co-Fi (introduced in [13] ) and PSO (introduced in [28] ) besides our proposed SSOA protocol, to validate the network self-healing capability in Section 6.3. When a sensor node fails, the coverage-fidelity (Co-Fi) algorithm selects one single sensor (with the best/maximum utility) among neighboring nodes around the faulty sensor to repair the sensing hole. The PSO algorithm uses a particle swarm optimization technique to rearrange neighboring sensors involved in the fault region so that a maximum/optimized local coverage can be provided. We simulate heterogeneous sensors, having sensing radius uniformly distributed in ½10; 20, in a rectangular grid-based monitoring area. The distance threshold in Zou and Zou-B is set as twice the average sensing radius (i.e., d ij th ¼ 2r, where r ¼ 1 k P k i¼1 r i ), while CASA follows Eq. (3) on setting the threshold (with overlapping factor a ¼ 0:9). All mechanisms use Maxloops ¼ 100 and c th ¼ 0:95 as their deployment termination conditions.
Improved Surveillance Coverage
For a smart sensing environment, the network typically starts with an irregular deployment of sensor nodes. We experiment on several different initial settings, illustrating two initial node configurations: one with sensors starting from the bottom-left corner 9 as in Fig. 10a , and the other with sensors randomly scattered over the area as in Fig. 10b. Fig. 10 displays the deployment results accomplished by Zou, Zou-B, VorLag, and CASA respectively at the 50th round, halfway to the maximum allowable loops of 100. We observe that, given the same computation time, CASA is able to make the most effective progress toward the required sensing coverage. On the other hand, due to lack of boundary forces, Zou makes many unnecessary movements outside the sensing field. By incorporating the boundary forces to keep sensors from drifting away, Zou-B outperforms Zou as a result of reducing unwanted coverage outside the monitoring region. However, due to improper distance threshold and weight settings, Zou-B is unable to cover the area as effectively as CASA does. For VorLag, interestingly, the coverage ratio is the lowest in Fig. 10a , yet reaches the second-highest in Fig. 10b . We observe that the performance of VorLag greatly depends on the initial distribution of sensor nodes. When sensors are unevenly placed initially, like the case in Fig. 10a , VorLag is only capable of moving peripheral sensors outwards based on constructed Voronoi-Laguerre polygons for making the movement decisions, while leaving inside sensors with little movements. In areas with a great number of sensors closely deployed, the constructed VorLag polygons become too concentrated, leading to an excessive overlapping of sensors. Overall, this results in some sparse regions and other congested areas produced by the VorLag approach, which suggests that the 9. In a monitoring environment where network administrators have little control over the exact sensors deployment, initially concentrated placement of sensor nodes in a corner can serve as a convenient and practical way of starting node configurations.
performance of VorLag is limited and only effective in certain scenarios (when sensors are more uniformly distributed). In contrast, our CASA deployment strategy reaches the highest coverage ratio for both cases in Fig. 10 , suggesting CASA is effective and adaptable to varying initial configuration of sensors.
The results in Fig. 10 motivate us to conduct another set of experiments against various sensor populations in the same monitoring region as Fig. 10 to observe the achieved coverage ratio. In Fig. 11a , we set the sensors initially placed
, and lower-center corners (k ¼ 90), respectively, whereas in Fig. 11b , we randomly scatter the sensors over the area to create more evenly distributed initial node configurations. As shown in Fig. 11 , after the first redeployment, CASA achieves the best sensing coverage under all sensor populations and initial configurations. Moreover, we observe that the achieved coverage ratio of CASA increases monotonically as number of sensors grows. The reason is attributed to the judicious designs of distance threshold and weight constants, making the deployment strategy adopted by CASA adaptive to environmental parameters (such as sensor numbers, area dimensions, and heterogeneous sensing ranges). On the other hand, Zou and Zou-B do not have steadily increasing performance as sensor population grows, due to their improper parameter designs, making the two mechanisms incapable of utilizing the benefit brought by increased number of deployable sensors. In Fig. 11a , VorLag produces low coverage ratios and is also unable to steadily increase the achieved coverage as sensor population grows. Due to the algorithmic nature of VorLag, the concentrated initial sensors distribution causes a great number of sensors to reside in the same VorLag polygon, leading to an insufficient coverage performance over the monitoring area. On the contrary, CASA yields the highest coverage ratio whether the initial sensors distribution is concentrated (uneven) or not. This validates the efficacy and adaptability of our proposed CASA protocol in terms of providing sufficient surveillance coverage.
Moderate Monitoring Density
Furthermore, we study the coverage level achieved by respective mechanism. Define the coverage density parameter d as the degree/level a piece of area is covered/monitored by sensors. An area with coverage density d > 1 implies that it will not be left unmonitored once a single sensor in this area becomes unfunctional. Therefore, the coverage level in some sense indicates the fault-tolerance capability of a sensor network. However, a high coverage level (sensing redundancy) means more sensors should be deployed with high overlapping degree, which directly affects the overall sensing coverage ratio under limited number of deployable sensors. Consequently, high coverage degrees are not always beneficial. Rather, achieving desirable sensing coverage with moderate coverage level is preferable for designing a sensors deployment mechanism. According to the authors in [34] , a monitored area with an average coverage density d ¼ 2 possesses the best surveillance capability in most simulated cases. We conduct experiments and analyze the obtained coverage densities under four implemented algorithms. Fig. 12 shows that CASA has the highest average density of d ¼ 1:95 with 43 percent of monitored area having two-covered sensing level. We observe that VorLag has the highest percentage (19 percent) of 4 þ -covered sensing level (excessive overlapping), which adversely limits the achievable coverage ratio. On the other hand, CASA is capable of providing sufficient coverage ratio while maintaining moderate overlapping degrees to tolerate occasional sensor faults. This further corroborates the effectiveness and robustness of our CASA operations.
Network Self-Healing Capability
Once the desired sensing coverage is achieved by the first redeployment, how to maintain an effective surveillance coverage as faulty sensors occur over time is an important issue. In this set of experiments, we combine four global deployment strategies (Zou, Zou-B, VorLag, and EVFA-B) with three local-repairing algorithms (Co-Fi, PSO, and SSOA) to compare their performances. We also implement the Static mechanism, which does not perform network healing even in the face of faulty sensors, for comparison purposes. We investigate the network self-healing issue by simulating an environment (with same environmental settings as Fig. 12 ) where faulty sensor occurs at every time unit. We observe the attainable coverage ratios under all combinations in Figs. 13a, 13b, 13c , and 13d. In this figure, SSOA always sustains the longest network lifetime, exhibiting the best local-repairing capability to be combined with respective global deployment algorithm. Due to the capability of local repairing enabled by SSOA, CASA is able to quickly react to sensor faults and effectively recover the sensing voids. The global redeployment is triggered when the sensing coverage is reduced below c th . Fig. 13e illustrates that CASA (EVFA-B þ SSOA) loses the least monitoring area compared to other network healing strategies throughout the whole simulation time. Suppose the network is considered to be invalid/down when sensing coverage is below 90 percent (c down ¼ 0:9) . Figs. 13a, 13b, 13c , and 13d depict the operative network lifetime yielded by respective mechanism. Under the same environmental settings with the same faults occurrence behavior, CASA maintains the longest functioning time (41 time units) by its best network self-healing capability. To observe the moving energy consumed by the deployment algorithms during the network healing process, we model the energy consumed by the motion device moving for one grid unit by performing real measurements on the sensor robot used in our implementation testbed with grid size equal to 1 cm. The robot assembles six 1:2 V 2;000 mAh rechargeable NiMH batteries with measured 200 $ 290 mA moving current and average moving speed at 0:06 m/sec. Consequently, the average moving energy consumption per grid (unit distance) can be estimated at 0:29 Â 7:2 Â ð 0:01 0:06 Þ ¼ 0:348 Joule. We obtain the total energy consumed by physical movements performed by respective deployment strategy based on the estimated energy model. 10 Fig. 13f displays the energy consumption at simulation times of 10, 20, 30, and 40, respectively. CASA consumes less energy than three other mechanisms, Zou, Zou-B, and VorLag because the latter three mechanisms frequently perform global redeployments, which consume significantly more energy than local-repairing schemes. During the simulation, Zou and VorLag execute global redeployments at all times since their coverage ratios never reach c th (95 percent), while Zou-B calls for global deployment at time unit of 10 (when coverage ratio goes below c th ). For CASA, the global redeployment algorithm EVFA-B is not activated until time unit of around 22, leading to substantial energy preserved. This series of experiments verify the nice property of CASA to salvage the lost coverage while keeping the consumed energy low.
Energy Efficiency on Physical Movements
Define the coverage-aware energy consumption as energy consumed for making 1 percent of coverage improvement. We conduct experiments to observe the energy efficiency under different sensor distributions and populations. Fig. 14 shows the results of both coverage-aware energy consumption and achieved coverage ratio. The three compared mechanisms, Zou, Zou-B, and VorLag never achieve coverage ratios above 80 percent under all sensor populations, whereas CASA is able to reach a coverage ratio of around 95 percent when k ¼ 90 (improved from initially 54:82 percent). In this figure, VorLag consumes the least energy but makes little improvement in the sensing coverage ratio. CASA yields the highest coverage ratio, while consuming a relatively moderate amount of energy on physical movements, due to its capability of keeping sensors from moving far away. The results indicate that CASA is both coverage effective and energy efficient, which encourages us to implement the CASA protocol suite in a practical monitoring testbed. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AUTOMATED MONITORING NETWORK
As pointed out in [16] that simulation models do not sufficiently capture the radio and sensor irregularity in a realworld environment, a proof-of-concept implementation is thus needed to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed CASA protocol. In this section, we briefly report our prototyping experiences on an automated MoNet enabled by CASA. Fig. 15 illustrates the hardware architecture and communication protocols used by our MoNet. the mobile sensor is basically a moving robot (LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 9797 [2] ) carrying a single-board computer (Crossbow Stargate [1] ), a sensor-equipped mote (Crossbow MICAz [1] ), and a webcam device (Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000 [3] ). The server acts as the clusterhead performing deploymentrelated computations required by CASA, while the data collector is responsible for gathering necessary data (such as sensor locations and sensing ranges) from all sensors via ZigBee protocol and providing them to the server. In our testbed, the location information is obtained via a predeployed RFID positioning system with grid granularity of 1 cm. To demonstrate the emergency response capability of MoNet, we randomly place six mobile sensors in a 2 m Â 2 m area, and generate four emergency events (using desk lamps instead of real fire for safety concerns) at the four corners, as shown in Fig. 16 . We configure the sensors to regard a light event with reading above 900 as an abnormal event (emergency) and report the detected event back to the server upon the detection. In addition, we simulate faulty sensors by turning off s 1 and s 2 at demonstration time snapshots t 1 and t 2 respectively, leading to more detection holes as time advances, to test the network self-healing competency. As revealed in Fig. 16 , the Original mechanism represents that none of redeployment or self-healing strategies is applied to improve the detection ratio, while CASA is always able to detect all the four emergency events even in the face of faulty sensors. The results obtained from our MoNet testbed further justify the CASA designs. A brief demonstration video on this experiment is available in [4].
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a CASA protocol with the objective of providing effective surveillance coverage for smart sensing environments. Two centralized algorithms are included in the CASA protocol suite, namely EVFA-B and SSOA, to separately handle the global sensor self-deployment and local sensor self-organization in the presence of node failures. We attempt to realize a practical surveillance system by addressing the sensor deployment-related problems in a unified framework. An automated MoNet powered by our proposed CASA protocol suite is implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype to corroborate the protocol feasibility and demonstrate the emergency detection capability of MoNet. Kun-Ru Wu received the BS degree in electrical engineering from the National Chung Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan, in June 2007. He is currently working toward the PhD degree with the Institute of Communications Engineering at National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan. His research interests include wireless mesh networks and linux-based system prototyping. He is a student member of the IEEE.
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